Abstract. Binomial models, which rebuild the continuous setup in the limit, serve for approximative valuation of options, especially where formulas cannot be derived mathematically. E v en with the valuation of European call options distorting irregularitiesoccur. For this case, sources of convergencepatterns are explained. Furthermore, it is proved order of convergence one for the Cox{Ross{Rubinstein 79]model as well as for the tree parameter selections of Jarrow and Rudd 83], and Tian 93]. Then, we de ne new binomial models, where the calculated option prices converge smoothly to the Black{Scholes solution and remarkably, w e e v en achieve order of convergence two w i t h m uch smaller initial error. Notably, solely the formulas to determine the constant up{ and down{factors change. Finally, all tree approaches are compared with respect to speed and accuracy calculating relative root{mean{squared error of approximative option values for a sample of randomly selected parameters across a set of re nements. Approximation of American type options with the new models exhibits order of convergence one but smaller initial error than previously existing binomial models.
Introduction
In the virtue of arbitrage pricing theory, the present v alue of a derivative security is derived by calculating the initial cost of some dynamic perfectly replicating portfolio, consisting of proportions in the underlying security and amounts of cash which c hange with time. Hence this portfolio is risklessly interchangeable with the option itself regardless of the actually occuring states during the lifetime of the option. However, an in nite number of possible future states translating into supposed price movements of the underlying security de ne the portfolio's composition and variations. Now assume that these price movements are described mathematically b y a s t o c hastic di usion process. Then technically, a n y price change can be decomposed into an in nite sequence. Consequently, an arti cial dynamic portfolio with a corresponding sequence of proportion adjustments achieves the duplication task. Consistently, idealized nancial markets must be assumed, where a continuous ow of supply and demand to assets arrives and clears at a sequence of equilibrium prices instantly quoted. Evidently, i t i s t h i s v ery assumption of continuous and frictionless price movements in continuous time markets which allows for the duplication of any uncertain income stream. Of course, trading at nancial markets does not occur continuously in the strict sense. Rather, the ow o f m ultiple single deals translating into prices is modelled in this way mathematically. Alternatively, describing the formation of uncertain future prices can be carried out much more simpli ed. Imagine, that a set of future prices is obtained by a decomposition consisting of a Bernoulli sequence. Naturally, only a limiting lattice structure with an in nite number of Bernoulli steps succeeds to capture in nite states of nature. But if this lattice is constructed correspondingly to the continuous framework, both models may coincide in the limit. Marginally quoted, technically only models where vertices recombine permanently are tracktable. This problem we assume away here.
Actually, a binomial tree of xed length approximates the continuous set of trading occurences and security prices always by c o vering but some nite range of security prices with a discrete grid structure of constant log{steps at discrete equidistant trading instances. With every application of binomial trees, one inevitably must examine the approximation quality b y careful consideration of the approximation result with changing tree re nements. Incidentally stated, to our opinion such simulations do not describe how discontinuities resolve at nancial markets. Rather, solely properties of the approximation theme are shown. The approximation result is expressed by the parameters describing the dynamic replication strategy. This study is restricted to the examination of the option price only. Investigations reveal, that the acquired degree of precision in binomially computed option prices in comparison to a continuously calculated option price varies with the re nement of the binomial trees in a bumpy manner. The option prices unsymmetrically oscillate with changing amplitude around the Black-Scholes solution for a European call option. Our paper goes beyond the ndings of the existing literature in several ways. When considering lattice approaches primarily as a means to design a limit distribution, we desire that an approximation method should have a convergence speed as fast as possible which is measured by t h e d e g r e e o f c hange with iterated re nement in absolute di erence of binomialprice and continuous solution. Furthermore, with smoothness of convergence the approximation results improve with each increase of the re nement regardless of the given parameter constellation, especially independently of a special choice to the strike price. For several existing lattice approaches the order of convergence is shown and proved. Astonishingly, c o nvergence speed of binomially computed option prices has not been examined technically so far, although there exists a vast mathematical literature on convergence speed in connection with central limit theorems. Furthermore, reasons for unsatisfactory convergence patterns are discussed. Then, the presentation of methods to achieve models with smooth convergence patterns follows. Next, a model with a higher order of convergence and smooth convergence pattern is presented. Moreover, all the presented models have the same computation speed given the same tree re nement, because only the formulas to calculate the tree parameters change. But importantly, lattice approaches establish much m o r e t h a n a v ehicle to achieve a certain limit distribution of future asset prices. Here, the arbitrage relationships which imply the replicating portfolio can be characterised clearly, whereas this theoretical construction is somewhat concealed in the continuous setup. Notably, these properties are retained entirely in the newly established models with improved approximation properties. From the theoretical point of view all the considered models can be used interchangeably. Consequently, w e h a ve shown how the applicability of lattice approaches can be improved tremendously. Finally, w e give some numerical examples to underline the strength of the new approximation. A method recently presented by Broadie and Detemple 94] follows, where option prices are computed for a large sample of random parameters and then the relative standard deviation to the true solution is calculated and compared to computation time with increasing re nement. Graphically it is shown that previous models stay behind drastically with respect to accuracy. On top, using the same sample of parameters it is shown that our tree models perform better than all previous lattice approaches when computing American type option prices. Here is the speci c attraction of fast performing models, because binomial models approximate prices for which explicit formulas cannot be derived in the continuous setup. A binomial option pricing model was rst developed simultaneously by C o x, Ross, and Rubinstein 79] (CRR) and Rendleman and Bartter 79] . CRR presented the fundamental economic principles of option pricing by arbitrage considerations in the most simplest manner. By application of a central limit theorem they proved that their model merges into the Black and Scholes model when the time steps between successive trading instances approach zero. Additionally, the model was used to evaluate American type options and options on assets with continuous dividend payments.
In the meantime, innumerable contributions to lattice approaches have been published. Therefore, we must excuse that not all of them can be mentioned here. Jarrow and Rudd 83] constructed a binomial model where the rst two m o m e n ts of the discrete and continuous model coincide by construction. Furthermore, the probability measure is equal to one half. Since in the CRR-model, the variance of the asset return converges towards the variance in the BlackScholes model only in the limit, they claim that their model should have a " b e t t e r " c o n vergence behavior. The essence of better convergence behavior is not tackled.
Boyle 88] constructed a trinomial lattice, which is xed up to some arbitrary parameter lambda, which is determined heuristically. Although this model lacks a universal solution, he realizes indeed that there are potentialities to improve lattice approaches by an ingenious choice of parameters.
Omberg 88] deduced a whole family of lattice trees using the technique of Gauss{Hermite quadrature as solution to the backward recursive i n tegration problem. Unfortunately, trees with four or more vertices do not recombine properly and interpolation methods must be applied to keep a tracktable grid of asset prices. Notably, he recognizes that even with a 20th order Gauss{Hermite jump process the location of the exercise price within the tree structure may cause trouble.
Tian 93] proposed binomial and trinomial models where the model parameters are derived as unique solutions to equation systems, established from su cient conditions to acquire weak convergence due to the Lindeberg theorem, supplemented to use remaining degrees of freedom to equalize further moments of the continuous and discrete asset{distributions. Unfortunately, t h i s i n teresting contribution lacks to support the ideas by mathematical arguments. A totally di erent approach t o i m p r o ve the accuracy of binomial models was inaugurated by Hull and White 88] , who transfered the control{variate technique from the Monte Carlo method. An interesting approach, but it di ers entirely from the line of thought persued here. Numerous adjustments have b e e n i n troduced to apply lattice approaches to various types of options. There is the broad eld of exotic options. Cox, Rubinstein 85] presented an adjustment f o r t h e v aluation of Down{and{out calls. Hull and White 93] modi ed the original CRR-modell for the pricing of path dependent exotic options by linear or quadratic interpolation. Recently, Cheuk and Vorst 94] presented a model where the payo of Lookback options itself is modelled in a lattice, thus resolving the path dependency. Whereas this paper does not focus directly on the pricing of complex payo themes, we view our contribution as a starting point for the derivation of methods with superior accuracy there. Further extensions to the eld of lattice approaches involve the transfer to the pricing of derivative c o n tracts with multiple underlying securities (see He 90] ). Other authors devote research to the construction of "simple" binomial lattices, that is construction principles where pricepaths recombine properly even when more complex models such as models with state varying volatility functions are considered (e.g. see Nelson, Ramaswamy 90], Li 92]).
2. Chopping up the continuous framework { construction principles of some previous lattice approaches Once again, Black and Scholes assume that trading at nancial markets proceeds continuously in time, the market rate of interest r is commonly known and xed over time, payments out of underlying securities, e.g. dividends, do not exist. Stock-price dynamics are described by dS(t) = rS(t)dt + S(t)dW(t) (1) where r is the instantaneous expected return of the underlying asset S if immediately the risk-neutrality argument of Harrison and Pliska 81] is used, 2 is the instanteneous variance of the return, and dW is a standard Gauss{Wiener process. Within their model, a hedge portfolio can be constructed containing solely the underlying asset S and a s a vings account with riskless borrowing and lending at r, w h i c h perfectly replicates the value of a European call option at each instant of time, having strike price K and time to maturity T ; t 0 . 
where S(t i j n ) denotes the asset price at time t i after j up-movements in a n-step binomial tree, with T ; t 0 as length of the time axis. When we d e n ê R i as the randomly distributed one-period return for the underlying asset we h a vê R i = ( u(n) with probability p(n) d(n) with complementary probability 1 ; p(n) q(n) i = 0 n (5) where n denotes that these parameters belong to a speci c binomial tree and change with re nement n. Apart from that, these parameters remain constant throughout a tree. Evidently, a special ordering of up{and down{movements does not a ect terminal asset prices. Within these models, a hedge portfolio can be constructed which perfectly replicates the value of a European call option at each discrete point o f t i m e t i regardless whether the asset price increases to S(t i+1 ) = u(n)S(t i ) or decreases to S(t i+1 ) = d(n)S(t i ). Payo replication with respect to up-or down-movements requires u(n) S(t i j ) + rB = C (S(t i+1 j+ 1 ) ) d(n) S(t i j ) + rB = C (S(t i+1 j )) to hold. From this, the proportion of the underlying asset and amount B of cash in the replicating portfolio can be derived, the value at t i is interpretable as discounted expected value of prices at t i+1 with martingale measure equal to p(n) = ( r ; d(n))=(u(n) ; d(n)).
Here, this equilibrium connection is subsumed for all discrete steps in a binomial formula, of which the rst was presented by C R R :
and equivalently: C(t 0 S (t 0 ) n ) = S(t 0 ) a n p 0 (n)] ; Kr ;n a n p(n)]
where p =r ; d(n) u(n) ; d(n) p 0 = u(n) r p(n) a = I n t ln(K=Sd(n) n ln(u(n)=d(n)) and ] denotes the complementary binomial distribution. Transition to the continuous model eventually implies transition from the binomial components to the standard normal components which result from the terminal distribution of asset prices. The terminal asset price distribution results from return sequences randomly changing between u(n) and d(n):
Consider a random Bernoulli variable with
( 1 whenR i = u(n)
which counts the numb e r o f u p -m o vements. De ning a sum variable we h a ve j(i n) = X(1 n ) + X(2 n ) + : : : + X(i n) + : : : + X(n n) (8) Now consider S(t n j n ) S(t 0 ) = u(n) j d(n) n;j By transformation to ln S(t n j n )
we h a ve j = B(n p), which is a sum of independent i d e n tically distributed variables to which a c e n tral limit theorem can be applied. By simple linear transformation the limit distribution for lnS(t n j n )=S(t 0 ) can be derived. Consistently, due to the assumed asset price dynamics, we m ust have t h a t l n S(T )=S(t 0 ) is normally distributed with ln S(T )
Essentially, existing lattice approaches only di er in the way h o w this limit result is acquired. The proceeding involves di ering de nition of the tree parameters u(n) a n d d(n). The way of deduction for the parameters in the CRR-model is unknown, though dependency an volatility and stepsize seems straightforward.
The parameters of Jarrow and Rudd can be derived by solving an equation system equating rst and second moments of continuous and discrete model having xed p(n) = p = 1 =2. Tian explicitly derives the parameters by equating the rst three moments and using p + q = 1 . I n terestingly, rearranging the equation to derive the martingale measure yields
which corresponds to E log S(T) S(t 0 ) = n p(n) log u(n) d(n) + log d(n) ;! log r ; 1 2 2 t (11) when considering the logarithm of the return. Consequently, the rst moment is xed instantly for every model which ful lls the noarbitrage condition. Equivalence with the second moment holds either by construction as well (see Jarrow, Rudd and Tian) or is achieved in the limit (see CRR). With that, all requirements to acquire the same limit distribution are given. But beyond that, the distinct approaches do not reveal properties suggesting superiority or inferiority i n terms of convergence quality expect in some cases 1 . On the contrary, simulations indicate that the three models behave similarily with respect to convercence speed, a result which will be stated and proved in the next section. Essentially, equating moments merely assures convergence to a distribution with matching parameters. Yet, computing option prices within a tree constructed this way does not lead to the best achievable estimation results. Crucially, also the accuracy of approximation is in uenced by a second fact, inherent in all tree models. The entire probability m a s s i s c o n c e n trated exclusively at the terminal nodes of the tree presuming that outcomes deviating from these nodes cannot occur. Translating into a binomial distribution function we have a piecewise constant function with jumps at each terminal node. Illustrating the discrete structure take the set of probabilities connected with a corresponding set of terminal asset prices to construct a histogram outlining the approximation of the continuous density. Notice that the probability m a s s o f e a c h rectangular is con ned to a terminal node. But the set of possible asset prices shifts with each iteration of the tree re nement. Having xed exogenous strike price and uctuating locations of jumps in the distribution function, the separation of the probability mass bounces back and forth with changing step patterns, because arbitrary locations can occur. Thus, the binomial structure itself in combination with a strike price located independently of the tree grid induces irregularities which distort the approximation result. Except of special cases, the computed option prices oscillate 2 , and convergence wavy to the Black-Scholes solution 3 . The remaining part of the paper is devoted exactly to these two de ciencies. At the same time, actually these ndings inspired to search for conditions under which uctuations in option price approximation can be avoided and beyond that high accurancy achieved. In numerous cases the approximations oscillate almost exactly around the true value. Furthermore, with changing amplitude of the waves, the approximations accidentically approach the true value repeatedly.
3. Examining the order of convergence In this chapter, we will rst de ne the order of convergence. Then we w i l l p r o ve a general result on the order of convergence. The known lattice approaches t into the framework of the main theorem so it will be applied to them. At the end, we will furthermore give some simulations and explain, how the results could be used. We will adopt the following notation:
1. We remember that the security follows the price process X s x t which is the solution of the stochastic di erential equation
The probability measure is denoted by P W .
2. f : x 7 ;! (x ; K) + shall be the payo {function, K be the strike.
3. The discrete process is described by Y 0 : : : Y n where Y k is the value of the discrete security price process at time t k . They are random variables for k > 0. The probability measure is P B . If examining a certain lattice approach for a speci c security, the only changing parameter is the renement n or equivalently the step size t. In fact, the option price in a discrete lattice approach i s a function of n. The Black-Scholes-value c(t S) is the expected payo at time T discounted to time t that is c(t S) : = e ;r(
The lattice value is the expected payo at time T discounted to time t that is e ;r(T;t) E B f(Y n )] (14) Since we are only interested in the option price, we will examine e n as error at re nement n de ned by the absolute value of the di erence between discrete and continuous price.
be the error in price. A lattice approach converges if and only if for all parameters K r T Y 0 we h a ve lim n!1 e n = 0 This concept of convergence is exactly that used in mathematical literature. In observing convergence in the re nement n, o n e t ypically observes wavy patterns. This was already discussed in the previous section. An approximation which is rather close to the Black-Scholes value may follow another good or eve n a w orse approximation. However we remember that convergence exactly says that in giving a certain error bound, we c a n n d a re nement n 0 such that each ner one has an error which does not exceed the bound. But how does the re nement depend exactly ? To m a k e things precise, we shall say:
De nition. European call options, computed with a lattice approach converge with order r > 0 i f there exists a constant C > 0 s u c h that 8n : e n C n r (16) Remark.
1. In our Theorem below w e will see that the estimation of the error can be decomposed into a constant C > 0 dependant of the speci c option and the order r dependant o f t h e c hosen lattice approach. 2. Please note that convergence is implied by a n y order greater than 0. Moreover we remark that a lattice approach with order r has also orderr r. A higher order means "quicker" convergence.
To a c hieve a certain precision level, the constant C and the order is of importance. 3. The most important fact is, that in plotting e n against the re nement n on a log-log-scale, the bounding function C n r becomes a straight line with slope equal (;r) and shift C. In notifying this, it becomes easy to observe the order-of-convergence in simulations.
Example. In this case, the order{of{convergence is equal 1. The proof is given later in this chapter. How could one determine the order of a lattice-approach mathematically?
Using the representation of the discrete price with the cumulative binomial distribution mentioned in the previous chapter, one could examine the order of approximation of the respective distribution function.
Berry 41] & Ess een 45] examined this: thus getting order 1 2 . However we h a ve already suggested order 1 in the above example of the CRR approach. Since we p r o ve the better result by our theorem we are not going to present this idea in more detail. Other approaches such as Ibragimov 66] are examining the characteristic function, thus using Fourier{ Analysis of the distribution function. This yields conditions which are di cult to verify. Since the option price is the discounted expectation of the nal payo , and the logarithms of the security are normally (N) and binomially (B) distributed random variables respectively, one is led to examine the order of the "weak convergence" of the DeMoivre-Laplace Theorem, that is formulas of the kind E g(N)] ; E g(B)] with g : I R + ;! I R + By a more detailed examination, as was done by Butzer & Hahn 75] , using the Operator-Method of Trotter 59] to prove the central limit theorem, one gets the order of convergence of above terms. In essence this requires the function g to be su ciently smooth, in order to make a T aylor-expansion. Since our payo function is not di erentiable at S = K at all, this idea is not applicable directly. However these approaches do not make use of the fact, that we are in the special situation of a stochastic process. In the case of a stochastic process and a function g with polynomial bounded derivatives (of some order), Kloeden & Platen 92 ] proceed di erently : They discretize the time axis. In this way t h e y are able to represent the above as a sum of the di erences in each step. In each time step they evaluate it by making a Taylor-Expansion as above. This is possible because in their case they can make use of a theorem of Miculevicius ensuring su cient di erentiability for their purposes. Unfortunately this is not the case here: however, observing that the Black{Scholes price is smooth, this is the approach that allows to circumvent the problem of nondi erentiability o f o u r p a yo function. Remarkably, although we are valuing European call-options in this paper only, the approach here allows to extend it to path{dependent options easily, because we m a k e use of the whole price{process. Distributions are completely characterized by their moments. For example the normal distribution by its rst moment ( the mean) and second moment ( t h e v ariance). Therefore in the central limit theorem the moments of the discrete random variable at least need to approximate those of the normal distribution. Convergence is ensured by the Ljapuno condition, which is a su cient condition on the convergence of one higher moment. In a lattice approach, the order of convergence is completely determined by the following factors:
De nition. We call
our moments and
our pseudo{moments
Remark. Notice that moments and pseudomoments donot depend on speci c k. m 1 n = 0 because of the risk neutrality argument of Harrison & Pliska 81] Theorem. Let fY n 0 : : : Y n n g with Y n 0 = Y 0 = S denote the discrete price process of a lattice approach. The order of convergence is the smallest order contained in m 2 n m 3 n or p n reduced by 1, but not smaller than 1, that is : There exists a constant C, only depending on S K r Tsuch t h a t : e n C m 2 n + m 3 n + p n + ( t) 2 t
Proof. is given in Appendix B We just note that the above m e n tioned Remark.
1. The Theorem separates convergence into two parts: -the constant is dependent o n t h e t ype of option: here a Call-Option -the moments and pseudomoments contain the di erent lattice approach 2. Mainly the Theorem states that order of convergence one is inherently contained in all binomial lattice approaches. Interestingly the next section shows how the order of convergence can be tuned by a v ery speci c construction principle. 3. In the later simulations we will see that order 1 cannot be improved in the approaches known in literature. Moreover we will explain later in the simulations how to conduct e ciently convergence speed measurements in applications. Notably we p r o ved only that order of convergence equals at least one, possibly higher order could be contained, though simulations indicate the opposite, entirely. 4. To a c hieve order of convergence one, the theorem states that the approximating moments of the discrete process must converge with order two t o ward the moments of the continuous security process, because one degree is lost with summation over time. Furthermore, one needs the same order of convergence in the pseudomoments. This is not only a technical matter but explains why the model proposed by Tian does not perform better.
Proposition. The proofs all use the above Theorem and will be given in Appendix C.
Simulation. Notifying that we are getting always similar pictures for convergence in price, we will present only two pictures with this topic. 4. Construction of binomial models with improved convergence properties So far, we described the sources of convergence patterns in existing lattice approaches. Moreover, we derived the order of convergence in the previous section. Here alternative methods to construct binomial trees will be discussed. Our aim: de nition of binomial trees, which beforehand obey the sources of irregularities simply by di erent but only slightly modi ed de nition of tree parameters u(n) a n d d(n). In section 2 we s a w that irregularities evolve because the relative position of the strike within the tree varies. Now, we suggest that this relative position should be xed in some sense. The construction of trees to achieve c o n vergence to Black-Scholes does not depend on any particular grid or grid sequence whatsoever. Vice versa we postulate that the construction of sequential trees may b e linked to achieve homogeneity with the location of the strike. This concept brings up the question to the correct relative position of the strike. Without extending this question, some re ections speak in favor of a location precisely in the middle of two surrounding nodes. This commitment results in xing the random variable j to integer numbers with continuity correction of one half. Moreover, in line with the histogram concept, rectangulars remain undivided. But where should we x the strike o verall? Why n o t i n t h e c e n ter of the tree? This proceeding implies that the strike is always contained in the binomial tree grid. Consequently, the paths surrounding quantify explicitly the probability for those asset prices which nish in the near of the strike. Notably, here actually the most sensible situations arise. Consequently, the model itself speaks in favor of this construction. Besides, since most of the time trading in options occurs in at-the-money and near-the-money options only, actually this requirement c hanges only minorly the structure. These re ections leed to the de nition of the following model. u(n)p(n) + d(n)q(n) = expfrT=ng M (22:1) u(n) 2 p(n) + d(n) 2 q(n) = e x p f 2 T= n g M 2 V (22:2) p(n) + q(n) = 1 (22:3) u(n) d(n) = e x p f2=nln(K=S)g (22:4) In accordance to the approach o f T i a n w e de ne an equation system where (22:1) and (22:2) x the rst two moments as su cient but not necessary conditions to achieve c o n vergence to the given continuous distribution. Equation (22:3) expresses that the point probabilities sum up to one. Importantly, i n di erence to Tian, who wasted the remaining degree of freedom to x the third moment, we implement a condition guaranteeing that the strike is positioned at the center of the tree for every tree re nement at maturity. With even number of steps this position contains a terminal node and with odd number of steps this position precisely separates two terminal nodes. Thus, we m a y restrict ourselfes to even or odd re nements only depending an the desired separation rule. This proceeding does not devaluate our approach since tree calculations do not depend on any s p e c i c c hoice of re nement. Besides, even and odd re nements converge monotonically, respectively. B e l o w, we present the explicit expressions for the tree parameters as unique solution of the equation system above. Consider, the convergence pattern of the CRR-model for at-the-money options. There is merely oscillation of the option price without any w aves. Along even and odd re nements alone, we h a ve a monotonical convergence pattern. Notably, this convergence pattern is conserved for any c hoice of the strike here. Remarkably, such smooth convergence patterns can serve for the application of extrapolation methods.
Remember our re ections earlier. Above all, we desired to improve the accuracy of approximation. Unfortunately, the model above does not succeed in accelerating convergence speed. Here, we propose an entirely new approach using fairly old ndings of mathematical approximation theory. Because of its simplicity, the binomial ditribution always has served as a very popular distribution. Notably, actually the rst central limit theorem was proved for this distribution type. Despite of the simplicity, the application of the formula is cumbersome, because the computation might i n volve factorials of large integers or the sumation of a large numer of individual terms. Therefor, normal approximations to the binomial distribution were derived. Especially, the Camp-Paulson 51] method and the approximations of Peizer and Pratt 68] reveal a remarkable quality of accuracy 4 . Summarising, eventually these normal approximations determine the input of the standard normal function which supposedly approximates the binomialformula with small and decreasing error. But here, our problem represents the opposite direction. Computation of binomial option prices eventually involves that normal components are approximated by binomial components. Peizer and Pratt derived the inversion formula to the Camp-Paulson method and speci ed the inversion formula of their method in the case with identical number of successes and fails 5 . Now, we will demonstrate how these ndings can be used to construct CRR-like binomial models. For a given re nement the inversion formulas above specify the distribution parameter p to approximate N(z) with B(n p) when the separating variable j is xed 6 . Consistently, xing j implies positioning the strike somewhere within a binomial tree. Once again, we locate the strike at the center of the tree as we justi ed in the re ections earlier. Moreover, this principle allows the usage of the Peizer-Pratt method with explicit inversion rule, when we restrict the set of re nements to odd integers 7 .
4 The reader will nd some remarks to the derivation of these approximations and the citation of literature in the appendix 5 in the usual understanding of the binomial distribution 6 In the usual setup j gives the number of successes in n trials here, j is identi ed with the number of up-movements. 7 Otherwise the inversion could be achieved numerically. Since this inversion is generally valid to any parameter selection, it could be tabulated or approximated polynomially for xed n similar to the proceeding with the standard normal function. Notably, the Camp-Paulson formula can be applied for arbitrary choice of re nement. Using approximation rule A, B, or C we obtain p and p 0 as distribution parameters of the two binomial components in the binomial option pricing formula. Then, we derive tree parameters u(n) a n d d(n) b y a simple trick. The noarbitrage condition implies that p(n) = ( r ;d(n))=(u(n);d(n)) holds. Furthermore, p 0 is de ned to p 0 = u=r p. T aking these two relations as equation system which can be solved uniquely with respect to u(n) and d(n), we succeed to acquire a new binomial model. The formulas below s u m u p the model parameters. Notice, that f (z j(n)) denotes the chosen inversion function.
Seemingly, the resulting binomial tree parameters diverge only very little from those of previous models, but astonishingly, the convergence properties with the computation of option prices changes dramatically. Nevertheless, within this class of models the particular theoretical building blocks for which the CRRmodel became famous are entirely transfered by construction. But moreover, this model construction pro ts from the attributes of the chosen normal approximation. Below, the gures demonstrate the strength of the method in approximating option prices in comparison to previously existing models. At the moment w e are not able to give a strict proof of the greater order of convergence. However, we believe that it has become clear from the above simulations | especially if one compares them with the previous simulations of the models in literature | , that our models behave m uch b e t t e r :
{ the order of convergence is increased by one { the constant C i s a b o u t 1 10 of the usual constant { the convergence shows very little oscillating patterns and is in fact monotonically converging to the Black-Scholes price Our theorem in the last section does not yield a proof for better convergence for technical reasons. However, we can use it to explain the better convergence. The proof is mainly just using a TaylorExpansion. Since this one is exact, up to the unknown remainder terms, one expects that all convergence patterns, such as oscillation and order are re ected in the derivatives. We r e m e m ber from the proof that the error e n is dominated by e n n;2 X Figure 19 .c 2 (t S) a n d c 3 (t S) f o r 1 =100 symmetrical aroundK.
Moreover we remark, thatc 2 (t S) a n d c 3 (t S) are critical in t as t ;! T , that is as the remaining time{to{maturity becomes 0. The time{point t rules the maximum of the two functions moreover, since the exponential function becomes dominating very quickly, it gives the "width" of the functions. We also recognize, thatc 3 (t S) is positive f o r S > K and negative otherwise. The maxima are lying in a range less thanKe p t .
We believe that this changing sign is responsible for oscilliating convergence patterns. It is extremely critical for little values of t, since then they are even ampli ed by 1 p t respexctively 1 t To summarize : the behaviour is extremely critical in a range of orderKe p t .
At our last but one time point t n;1 = ( n ; 1) T n we h a ve that this critical range is of order of u and d.
However, this does not need to present a problem, moreover correctly adjusted it is a chance to get monotonically and quick c o n vergence. Because of the symmetry of the functions we m a y e v en hope to get E B c 3 (t Y k )] = 0. Actually this is not possible, but there is need of the knowledge how to adjust the parameters u, d properly, such that they t best. This is done by the adjusting function within the normal approximations (see Appendix A).
We are not going to extend this examination. But we w ant to present the e ect in some simulations at the most critical time point t n;1 : Figure 21 . E B c 3 (t n;1 Y n;1 )] One sees very well that our approaches exhibit only neglecting oscillations in comparision to CRR.
Numerical results
In this section we present computational results. We compare the three binomial methods considered in section two with those newly developed. Below, there is a table containing example computations for European call and put options with a speci c selection of parameters. Computing binomial prices for a xed tree re nement represents only a small window of the whole approximation theme with accidental degrees of accuracy. Nevertheless, we g i v e a table to the convenience of those readers prosecuting the implementation of methods. Even with the very low tree re nement o f n = 25, the outstanding performance of models using normal approximations can be recognized . Remarkably, more digits must be displayed to catch the degree of accuracy. Notably, c a r e m ust be taken of the method to calculate the standard normal function in order to avoid distortion by the supposedly true solution. Thus, the chosen method guarantees maximal error of 7 digits. Although the tree adjustment primarily served for the improved approximation of European standard options, we s h o w t h a t v aluable improvements for the pricing of American type options are contained. True American option values were derived using the CRR{method using 15000 tree{steps. Table 1 . parameters S = 1 0 0 r = 0 :07 = 0 :3 T= 0 :5years n = 25 for all Each considered simulation result may depend signi cantly on an accidentically chosen parameter set. Thus we l o o k ed for a procedure to test simultaneously across a whole set of parameters. We stick t o a n analysis recently conducted by Broadie and Detemple 1994] who tested several methods for the pricing of American options. There, within one analysis several methods using a large sample of randomly selected parameters are compared simultaneously over re nements with measurement of computation speed and approximation error. Computation speed is expressed by t h e n umber of option prices calculated per second. Since we stick to tree models with identical structure except for the tree parameters, for all models here, we use the speed results of Broadie, Detemple for CRR. Thus, we need not care on tuning our computer implementation of methods. The approximation error is measured by the relative r o o t { mean{squared (RMS) error. RMS{error is de ned by
where e i = ( c i ; c i )=c i is the relative error, c i ist the true option value.ĉ i ist the estimated option value.
To make relative error meaningful, that is to avoid senseless distortions because of very small option prices, the summation is taken over options in the dataset satisfying C i 0:50. We c hose the following distribution of parameters. Volatility is distributed uniformly between 0:1 a n d 0:6. Time to maturity is, with probability 0.75, uniform between 0:1 a n d 1 :0 y ears and, with probability 0:25, uniform between 1:0 and 5:0 y ears. We x the strike price at K = 100 and take the initial asset price S S 0 to be uniform between 70 and 130. Relative errors do not change if S and K are scaled by the same factor, i.e., only the ratio S=K is of interest. The riskless rate r is, with probability 0 :8, uniform between 0:0 and 0:10 and, with probability 0 :2, equal to 0:0. Each parameter is selected independently of the others. This selection of parameters exactly matches the choice of Broadie, Detemple. Figure 22 reports the results for European call options to which the analysis was devoted especially so far. Of course, similar results could be presented for European put options. Amazingly, the newly developed Figure 22 . testing e ciency of binomial models for European call options with n i = f25 50 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000g methods outperform all tested approximations in terms of accuracy. W e reproduced the nding that the speed{accuracy line for the CRR{model is linear in appearance. These ndings take o ver to the JR{model, Tian{model, and our approach for smooth convergence. Objecting, the smooth line develops from the averaging over the results of the whole sample. Taking only a single parameter constellation yields a picture, where the convergence patterns described earlier emerge again, whereas the lines for the new methods remain stable. Figure 24 . testing e ciency of binomial models for American put options with n i = f25 50 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000g
Finally, gure 24 reports speed{accuracy properties with the calculation of American type options. Whereas, similar results are obtained for the previous models, the new models contain order of convergence one here only but with small initial error. Naturally, the design solely assured high accuracy with respect to the terminal payo distribution. Approximation of early exercise premiums involve original sources of irregularities. Nevertheless, the unexpectable stability s h o ws that the approximation error chie y arises from de ciencies in connection with the terminal payo distribution.
Conclusion
Convergence speed and convergence patterns of three previously existing lattice approaches were examined. Generally, w e nd order of convergence one. Unfortunately, c o n vergence is distorted by o ver tree re nements uctuating relative positions of the strike p r i c e . W e succeeded to construct a binomial model which exhibits smooth convergence. Moreover, we presented a smoothly converging model with convergence order one but improved coe cient. Chie y, w e presented a smoothly converging model with order of convergence two. Finally, w e listed simulation results. Especially we conducted an examination of computation speed and accuracy for a large sample of randomly selected parameter constellations. Remarkably, price computation of American type option is improved. Transfering these ndings to the valuation of complex option types remains for future research.
Appendix A: Normal Approximations . This approximation proceeds from the equivalence of a cumulative binomial probability to an incomplete beta-function ratio (Kendell, Stuart 77], p. 131) and thence to a probability i n tegral of the variance ratio , F (Kendall, Stuart 77] 9 ; 1 (n ; j) + 1 (j + 1 ) z = (n ; j) p (j + 1 ) (1 ; p)] where the sign is to be chosen to agree with the sign of q ; 0:5.
Only then, inversion formulas as presented in section 4 can be derived. 
We will now state the theorem please note that we state it here in a sligtly more general form using The second inequality f o l l o ws since the probability of a single outcome can be estimated as 1 p npq (Feller 57] Proposition. Tian converges with order 1. Proof. Since Tian has explicitely xed the rst three moments: m 1 n = m 2 n = m 3 n = 0 , w e only need to verify p n = O ; 1 n 2 . For simplicity, s e t a := e r t , b := e 2 t For 0 < z 0:5828 one has: jln(1 ; z)j < 3 2 z (Abromowitz and Stegun 68]). That means for 0:4172 z < 1 : jlnzj 3 2 jz ; 1j. Moreover for z > 0 one has ln(1 + z) < z (Abramowitz and Stegun 68]) ) 8 z > 1 : l n z < z ; 1 ) j lnzj < 3 2 jz ; 1j 8 0:4172 < z . This is the case for n > . W e h a ve 0 :8 < d < u < 1:2 and therefore (lnu) 2 2(u ; 1) 2 , ( l n d) 2 2(d ; 1) 2 . 
